Imagine that a player in an IPD tournament knows the strategy of each of his opponents beforehand; he will defect the opponents like ALLC or ALLD and cooperate with opponents such as GRIM or TFT in order to maximize his payoff. This means that he can interact with each opponent optimally and receive higher payoffs. Although this information a priori is not possible, one can identify a strategy during the game. For example, if a strategy cooperated with its opponent in the previous 10 rounds while its opponent defected, it seems sensible to deduce that it will always cooperate. In fact, each strategy will gradually reveal itself during an IPD game; moreover, it is not after the game that we can identify the strategy but possibly after a few rounds. With an efficient identification mechanism, it is possible for a strategy to interact with most of its opponent optimally.
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However, two main problems must be solved in designing an efficient identification mechanism. Firstly, it is impossible, in theory, for a strategy to identify an opponent within a finite number of rounds because the number of possible strategies is huge. Only can the types of strategies belonging to a preconcerted finite set be identified, which may be just a small proportion of all those possible because identification will be of no use if it takes too long. Secondly, there exists the risk of exploring an opponent putting the player into a much worse position. In other words, such an action may have negative effect on future rewards. For example, in order to distinguish between ALLC and GRIM, a strategy has to defect at least once and loses the chance to cooperate with GRIM in the future.
In this chapter we will discuss how to resolve these problems, how to design an identification mechanism for IPD games, and how the strategy of Adaptive Pavlov is designed that was ranked first in Competition 4 of the 2005 IPD tournament.
Analysis of strategies involved in IPD games
Each strategy may have its disadvantages as well as its advantages. A strategy may receive high payoffs when its opponent belongs to some set of strategies, and receive lesser payoffs when an opponent belongs to another set of strategies. However, some strategies always do better than others in IPD tournaments.
The strategies involved in IPDs can be classified according to whether or not they respond to their opponents. One set of strategies is fixed and plays a predetermined action no matter what their opponent has done. ALLD, ALLC and RAND are typical. Other strategies are more complicated and their actions depend on their opponent's behavior. TFT, for example, starts with COOPERATE and then repeats his opponent's last move. The second set is obviously superior to the former since the strategies like TFT, TFTT and GRIM have always performed better than 'fixed' strategies in past IPD tournaments.
Then, the question here is what the optimally response to every opponent is. Is TFT's imitation of opponent's last move the best response? Although TFT has been shown to be superior to many other strategies, it is not perfect enough to win every IPD tournament.
Let's consider a simulation of IPD tournament with 9 players. These players are ALLC, ALLD, RAND, GRIM, TFT, STFT, TFTT, TTFT, and Pavlov. The descriptions of the strategies of these players are as shown in Table 4 .1. These strategies are simple and representational, each of which has appeared in the past IPD tournaments. The rule of the simulation is that each strategy will play a 200-round IPD game with every strategy (including itself). The payoffs in a round is as shown in Fig.  4 .1. The total payoff received by any given strategy is the summation of the payoffs throughout the tournament.
The results of the tournaments vary because there are random choices in the strategies of Pavlov and RAND. In order to decrease the variability of the result, the tournament is repeated several times and the average score for each strategy is calculated. Simulation results show that TFT, TFTT and GRIM acquire obviously higher scores than the others and their average scores across several tournaments are quite close. TFTT, however, wins more times than the others in single tournament. For example, TFTT wins 11 tournaments from a total of 20, while TFT wins 4 and GRIM wins 5. In addition, if Pavlov and RAND are removed TFTT will always win.
One of the limitations of TFT is that it will inevitably run into the circle of defecting-defected (which means that TFT plays COOPERATE while its opponent defects; and then TFT plays DEFECT while its opponent cooperates) when its opponent happens to be STFT. However, cooperation will be achieved resulting in higher payoffs if TFT cooperates once after its opponent defects. TFTT is superior to TFT in this regard. And it is this reason why TFTT wins more tournaments than TFT in the above IPD simulation. It is easy to verify that TFT will not get lower scores than TFTT if STFT is removed from the simulation.
Thus, we can improve the strategy of TFT in this way: when TFT enters a circle of defecting-defected (for example a sequence of 3 pairs of defecting-defected) it will choose COOPERATE in two continuous rounds. This modified TFT (MTFT) will achieve higher payoffs than TFT in the case that their opponents are STFT. By substituting MTFT for TFT, IPD experiments show that MTFT gets the highest average score and wins more single tournaments than the others.
MTFT has used an identification technique. It identified STFT by detecting the defecting-defected circles in the process of an IPD game. When the opponent was considered to be STFT, optimal action (cooperates in two sequential rounds) would be carried out in order to maximize future payoffs. In this way, it is natural to deduce that MTFT can be further improved so that it can identify more strategies and then interact with them optimally.
In the following sections, an approach to identify each strategy in a finite set will be introduced. A strategy can interact with the opponents almost optimally by using this identification mechanism.
Estimation of possible strategies in an IPD tournament
In this section, we seek to define a finite set of types of strategies to be identified. Since the number of possible strategies for IPD are infinite, it is impossible to identify each of them in a finite number of rounds. For example, suppose that a strategy cooperated with its opponent in 10 sequential rounds while its opponent defected continuously. Although it is very likely to be ALLC, there are always other possibilities. It may be GRIM but the trigger is 11 defections; it may be RAND that has just happened to play 10 sequential COOPERATE; or it may be a combination of ALLC and TFT and it will behave as TFT type in the following rounds. However, since only ALLC belongs to the set of identification, those other possibilities will be eliminated.
How to choose the set of identification depends on prior knowledge and subjective estimation. Some strategies like TFT are likely to appear; while others are designated as default strategies.
There are numerous strategies one can design for an IPD tournament. However, most of them seldom appear because their chances of winning are very small. For example, there may be such a strategy that it cooperates in the first two rounds and defects in the following two rounds, and then it cooperates and defects alternately. Few players will apply such a strategy because it is unlikely to win in any IPD tournament. It is obvious that the strategies that usually win appear frequently and the others appear infrequently.
We define two classifications of IPD strategies: cooperating and defecting. Cooperating strategies, for example TFT and TFTT, wish to cooperate with their opponents and never start defecting. Defecting strategies, for example ALLD and Pavlov begins with DEFECT (PavlovD), wish to defect in order to maximize their payoffs and they always start defecting.
The cooperating strategies differ in the way of their responses to the opponent's defections. For example, TFTT is more forgiving than TFT as it retaliates only if its opponent has defected twice. GRIM is sterner than TFT as it never forgives a defection. These strategies can be classified according to their responses to the opponent's defections. The rules are the same as the one described in the previous simulation as shown in Fig The defecting strategies differ in the way they insist on defecting. PavlovD is a representative strategy in this set. It starts with DEFECT. If the opponent is too forgiving to retaliate, it defects forever. Otherwise, it tries to cooperate with the opponent.
1 The defecting strategies can be classified as shown in Fig. 4 .3. Other simple strategies which lack a clear objective differ from the cooperating and defecting strategies and hardly ever to get high scores in IPD tournaments.
Most of the players of an IPD tournament will be cooperating strategies at the present time since cooperating strategies have been dominant in most of the tournaments. There will also be a small quantity of defecting strategies. Based on the above idea, we have designed the Adaptive Pavlov strategy that applies a simple mechanism to distinguish cooperating strategies and several representative defecting strategies.
Interaction with a strategy optimally
For any strategy there must be another strategy that optimally deals with it. Because the strategies of ALLC, ALLD and RAND are independent of the opponent's behavior, ALLD is the optimal strategy. Because the strategies of GRIM, TFT, STFT and TTFT retaliate soon as their opponent defects, the optimal strategy of its opponent is to always cooperate but defect in the last round. TFTT is more charitable and forgives a single defection; therefore, its opponent can maximize the payoff by alternately choosing DEFECT and COOPERATE. If Pavlov starts with COOPERATE its opponent should always cooperate except in the last round; Otherwise, its opponent should start with DEFECT, then always cooperate except in the last round. Table 4 .2 shows the optimal strategies to deal with each strategy as shown in Table 4 .1. Given an IPD tournament with n players, a player will win the tournament if it interacts with each of its opponent optimally. For example, a unique ALLD will win when the other n − 1 players in a IPD tournament are all ALLC. Hence, the winning strategy of an IPD tournament must be optimal in interacting with most of the others.
Although the strategy of a player is unknown to his opponent before a game, the strategy gradually emerges as the game progresses. It is not difficult for a human player to identify the strategy of his opponent but it is more difficult for a computer program to gain the ability of identification. To make this feasible, there is a need for a method to distinguish each type of strategies from the others, and then a computer program can interact with different type of strategies with the relevant response. Under the assumption that every player belongs to a pre-defined finite set of strategies, an example is given to show how the method of identification is realized and how the winning strategy is designed .
Consider an IPD tournament with 10 players. Besides the players shown in Table 4 .1, let's add a new player MyStrategy (MS) which applies an identification mechanism to identify its opponent. The rules are the same as the one described in the previous simulation.
MS starts with DEFECT. If its opponent chooses DEFECT in the first round, MS chooses COOPERATE in round two, otherwise MS chooses DEFECT. MS always chooses COOPERATE in the third round. In this way, most of the strategies can be identified after just three rounds.
For example, suppose that the choices of MS and its opponent in the first 3 rounds are as shown in Fig. 4.4 . The strategy of the opponent can be confirmed to be RAND. Because the opponent starts with DEFECT it must be one of the strategies of ALLD, STFT, RAND and Pavlov. Since MS defects in the first round and the opponent cooperates in round two, it is impossible to be ALLD or STFT. Since MS and the opponent cooperate in the second round, the opponent should not defect in the third round if it were Pavlov. Therefore, the opponent must be RAND. The optimal strategy is ALLD in interacting with RAND, and MS will behave as ALLD in the following rounds of the game. Some possible results of identification for the 9 strategies are listed in Table 4 .3, where 'C' denotes COOPERATE and 'D' denotes DEFECT. Because the strategy RAND chooses its move randomly it may behave like any other strategy during a short period; therefore, there needs more rounds to distinguish RAND from other strategies. If there is a process different from that of as shown in Table 4 .3, the strategy of the opponent must be RAND.
In this way, a strategy can be identified after several rounds of game, and then the optimal strategy can be applied. Ten IPD tournaments with the above 10 players are carried out. 2 The simulation results are as shown in Fig. 4 .5. It shows that MS gains the highest average payoffs when compared to the other strategies and achieves the highest score in each tournament. The reason for MS's success is that it has almost optimally interacted with most of the strategies in this IPD tournament.
Most of IPD strategies, such as TFT or Pavlov, are memory-one strategies which can only respond to the opponent's last move; however, the past process of the game contains more information. The identification mechanism of MS uses information about the opponent's strategy, thus MS respond to not just the opponent's past moves but the opponent's strategy. By identifying different opponents, MS makes use of more information than the simple strategies. This is the reason MS is able to win IPD tournaments.
Different identification approaches may lead to different results for MS. For example, all of the strategies of GRIM, TFT and ALLC start with COOPERATE, and they will not defect if their opponents don't. To identify each of these strategies, MS starts with DEFECT and loses the chance to cooperate with GRIM. On the other hand, if MS doesn't defect firstly, it cannot distinguish the 3 strategies and cannot interact with ALLC optimally. The risk involved in exploring the opponent must be considered in order to choose an efficient or payoff-maximizing identification approach.
Escape from the trap of defection
When a player begins to explore the opponent, there appears the risk of the identifying process's putting the player into a much worse position. Some strategies, especially those with trigger mechanism such as GRIM, will change their behaviors at the trigger point. For example, the strategy MS described in the above section defects at the beginning of IPD games in order to distinguish each of the cooperating strategies ALLC, TFT and GRIM; however, the chance to cooperate with GRIM is lost. In IPD games, the risk of identification is mainly the trap of defection, which means an identifying process leading the opponent to keep defecting with nothing that can be done to rescue the situation. It appears that a strategy will not run into the trap of defection if it never defects first. But this is not the case. Suppose a strategy keeps playing COOPERATE if its opponent defects, and defects forever once its opponent cooperates; then, any cooperating strategy will be defected in interacting with it while most of defecting strategies keep it cooperating. If there is a equal possibility of this reverse-GRIM strategy appearing in a game to that of GRIM, to cooperate or to defect has equal risk to invoke future defection. This means that there always exists the risk of defection trap whether or not an identification mechanism is applied.
One may argue that the reverse-GRIM type of strategies will not appear as frequently as GRIMs in IPDs, so to cooperate is safer than to defect and the MS strategy is more likely to run into the defection trap than TFT. That is right. But it is not enough to testify that defection trap is not inevitable for a strategy with an identification mechanism because many identification approaches can be applied. For example, a simple way to avoid retaliation from GRIM is not to defect first. The identification mechanism that Adaptive Pavlov used in 2005 IPD tournament only explored defecting strategies in order to keep cooperation with each of those cooperating strategies. Again, what kind of identification mechanisms should be applied depends on prior knowledge and subjective estimation. If there are enough ALLC strategies in an IPD game, it is worth identifying them from other cooperating strategies. But if GRIMs are prevailing, it is better not to defect first. Generally speaking, we can compare different identification approaches to choose the most efficient one although uncertainty still exists.
Adaptive Pavlov and Competition 4 of 2005 IPD tournament
The 2005 IPD tournament comprised 4 competitions. Competition 4 mirrors the original competition of Axelrod. There were totally 50 players including 8 default strategies. The strategy of Adaptive Pavlov (AP) that ranked first in Competition 4 will be analyzed in this section.
The strategy of AP combines 6 continuous rounds to a period and applies different tactics in different periods. AP behaves as a TFT strategy in the first period, and then changes its strategy according to the identification of its opponent.
AP classifies the possible opponents into 5 categories: cooperating strategies, STFT, PavlovD, ALLD and RAND.
3 By identifying the opponent's strategy at the end of a period, AP shift its strategy in new period in order to deal with each opponent optimally.
AP is never the first to defect, and thus it will cooperate with each of cooperating strategies. AP tries to cooperate with the strategies of STFT and PavlovD, and defect to the strategies such as ALLD or RAND. The processes of AP's interacting with cooperating strategies, ALLD, STFT, and PavlovD in first 6 rounds are shown in Fig. 4 .6(AP behaves as TFT). For example, when a process of interaction as that of Fig. 4 .6(c) happens, the opponent will be identified to be STFT and AP will cooperate twice in the next period in order to achieve cooperation. If the opponent is determined to be PavlovD, AP will defect once and then always cooperate in the next period. If there is a process of interaction different from that of as shown in Fig. 4 .6, the opponent will be identified as RAND. In this way, any strategy that is not defined in identification set is likely to be identified as RAND. Once cooperation has been established, AP will always cooperate unless a defection occurs. Identification of the opponent is performed in each period throughout IPD tournament in order to correct misidentification and to deal with those players who change their strategies during a game.
As we have mentioned, most of the players will be cooperating strategies, the 4.6 Discussion and conclusion AP belongs to the type of adaptive automata for IPD. However, it differs from other adaptive strategies in respect of how adaptation is achieved. The approach of AP exactly belongs to the set of artificial intelligence approaches. Rather than adjusting some parameters in computing responses as most of the adaptive strategies do, AP uses an identification mechanism which acts as an expert system. Knowledge about different opponents is expressed in the form of 'If, then", for example, if the opponent cooperates in 6 rounds then it is determined to be ALLC. In this way, information acquired and used can be transparently expressed and thus AP can tell what strategy the opponent is. Recent years have seen much AI approaches applied in evolutionary game theory and IPD, for example reinforcement learning, artificial neural networks, and fuzzy logic (Sandholm and Crites (1996) , Macy and Carley (1996) , Fort and Prez (2005) ). To solve the problem of computing a best response to an unknown strategy has been one of the objectives of those AI approaches. The problem is in general intractable because of the computational complexity, and finding the best response for an arbitrary strategy can be non-computable (Papadimitriou (1992) , Nachbar and Zame (1996) ). Reinforcement learning which is based on the idea that the tendency to produce an action should be reinforced if it produces favourable results, and weakened if it produces unfavourable results (Gilboa (1988) , Gilboa and Zemel (1989) ) is widely used for the automata to learn from the interaction with others. In respect to IPD, several approaches have been developed to learn optimal response to a deterministic or mixed strategy (Carmel and Markovitch (1998) , Darwen and Yao (2002)). However, computational complexity is still the main difficulty in the application of these approaches in real IPD tournaments. AP's identification mechanism is implemented in a simple way by making use of a priori knowledge, which greatly reduces the computational complexity and makes it practical for AP to respond to the opponent almost optimally. First, a priori knowledge about what strategies are more likely to appear in the IPD tournament is used in determining the identification set. The size of identification set is restricted in order to reduce computational complexity. Second, a priori knowledge about how well different identification approaches will work in a certain environment is used in selecting an efficient identification approach, with which AP can avoid the risk of identification and maximize the payoffs. Third, a priori knowledge about how to identify the opponent according to the process of interaction is used in constructing the identification rules. With these simple rules, AP strategy is easy to be understood and improved.
It is obvious that the identification set can be extended in order to include more strategies that can be identified; however, more calculations will be involved as the size of identification set increases. We have to make a tradeoff between the wish to identify any strategy and the wish to develop a less complicated strategy. Compared to the NP-completeness of those reinforcement learning approaches (Papadimitriou (1992) ), AP's computational complexity is between O( √ n) and O(n), which depends on the similarities of those strategies to be identified. Therefore, the algorithm of AP is very suitable for real IPD tournaments. Identification mechanism can also work in the environment with noise, where each strategy might, with a possibility, misunderstand the outcome of game. Noise blurs the boundaries between different strategies. However, identification can still be applicable by admitting a small identification error. In this circumstance, we can set a threshold value that the opponent is considered to be identified if the probability of misidentification is smaller than this value. Just as the case of identifying the strategy of RAND, the probability of mistake identifying a strategy will decrease to zero as the process of computation and identification repeats.
Information plays a key role in intelligent activities. The individuals with more information consequentially gain the advantage over others in most circumstances. With identification mechanism, the strategies like AP acquire information about their opponents and they are more intelligent than any known strategies such as TFT or Pavlov. This type of strategies is suitable in modeling the decision-making process of human being, where learning and improving frequently happens.
